Top Golf targets holes in game

Facility has sought to create an ideal setting for the serious golfer

By BILL NICHOLS

Top Golf Dallas often plays practically every golf related metric under the sun so that you can find the perfect course for you. The new practice facility lets you test your swing before you hit it out of bounds on the actual course.

2004 - 2005

The section features Texas' 2004 Top 50 instructors and some of their favorite tips. Colonial opens No. 1 for the ninth time.

Practicing at Top Golf can be a fun and relaxing way to improve your game. With in-game instructors, you can get personalized feedback on your swing and track your progress over time. Whether you're a beginner or an advanced player, Top Golf has something for everyone.

Come play at the Top Rated Course in Texas

Our package deal includes:
- 3 Days of golf at the Villas' Woodbridge location on Saturday and Sunday for $450. This includes two days of early for only $400. (Mention this ad and receive a complimentary gift when checking in at tee time!)
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